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SUMMARY

The effects of locus of information in visual displays on retention was studied in a dialog setting.

Complete sets of stimulus

and response items were displayed in a linear order for a pairedassociate task.

In the dialog setting subjects acquired s.nd rehearsed

information on predetermined stimulus and response pairs.

The stimulus

items chosen vera numbers and the response items were letters.
The dialog procedure enabled the subjects to control the rate
and sequence of information by asking questions about items presented
in the visual display.

Three types of questions were permitted, simple

questions about singlf^- stimulus-response pairs, and conjunctive and
disjunctive questions about multiple stimulus-response pairs. The
paired-associate task consisted of 12 stimulus-response pairs and the
criterion for acquisition was one errorless trial for all pairs. The
subsequent retention task followed after a 2h hour interval. Three
measures of retention were ta-ken consisting of initial unaided recall,

and two subsequent prompted recalls.
The hypothesis tested was based on an interpretation of the
stimulus selection paradigm with the assumption that the serial
position of the stimulus items in the visual display constituted a
stimulus coraponent and is encoded by subjects during acquisition.

It

was predicted a retention display which presents the stimulus items in
the serial order idertical to .initial learning wou.ld ccnsritute an
effective} prompt since

it reinstateJl the locus of serial order encoded

during acquisition.

Retention displays presenting only response items

in original order however constituted a less effective prompt.
Sixteen college students were run in three groups and compared
under three conditions of display prompting, a stimulus prompt group,
a response prompt group, and a stimulus-response prompt group.

The

hypothesis of greater effectiveness of the stimulus prompt compared
with the response prompt groups was confirmed and statistically
significant.

Differences between the stimulus prompt group, and the

stimulus-response prompt group were not significant.
These findings are discussed in relation to instructional
requirements and the evaluation of learning in dialog settings.

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

In traditional studies of learning the sequences and rates of
information presentation is determined by the experimenter or the
system on the basis of assumption about the learner's processing
capability.

This procedure may distort the analysis of human

information processing in the case that invalid or inappropriate
assumptions have been made.

In such situations the dialog procedures

may prove more appropriate by permitting the learner to control the
rate and sequence of information presentation in accordance v.lth
his own learning strategies.
Several models of dialog are available.
(1963b), and Pask (I97l)).

(Harrah (l965a),

Stapleton (l9T3) provides thorcugli analysis

of dialog experiments for verbal paired-associate learning and
provides a model of the learner's acquisition and rehearsal strategies.
Stapleton's analysis, however, has been limited to the verbal learning
situation in which the learner does not have access to an external
memory.

In the present research a dialog experiment was conducted to

clarify the effecus of a read onl.y visual display en verbal learning
and retention.
Models of Memory
For present purposes, two models of memory nay be contrasted.

Broadbent (l958) and others (Hebb (19^9), and Milner (196T)) have
proposed the existence of functionally different levels of memcries.
The main distinction is between short term memory (GTM) and long tern
memory (LTM).

STM is a memory from which information is lost in at most 30
seconds and may be retained in STM by rehearsal.

Information selected

for more permanent storage enters LTM, primarily via rehearsal.
Forgetting from LTM may be due to actual loss of items from memory,
or inability to retrieve stored information.
unknown.

The capacity of LTM is

It should be noted that visual and short term memories

proposed originally by Sperling (1963) end emphasized by ztie research
of Posner (1969)» Keele and Chase (1969), ai'e not considered relevant
to the present analysis since the subject's in these experiments, view
the display for only a few milliseconds, and information is only
briefly available from this store (8,pproximately one second cr less).
In contrast to concepts of functionally distinct memories are
models of memory which do not distinguish between STM and LTM but
which account for research results in terms of levels of processing.
For example, Dillion and Reed (1969) have proposed that the deeper
the level of processing the more likely the entrj*- into LTM.

Both

views indicate the need to determine retention over longer time
intervals to assess learning.
Paired-AGSoc iate Task
A n^;iiber of cnrlyses of the paired-associate tasks have been
proposed.

(Bcwer (l9cl). Bush and Mosteller (l95!'0 , Restle (1965),

Kintsch (1963), and Atkinson and Crothers (196^1)). One difference
of interest in the present research is the postulated number of stages
of learning.

For example, McGuire's model postulated three stages of

paired-associate learning, a stimulus learning stage, a response
learning stage, and an association of stimulus and responses. Kev-Tnan
(1961) and Battig (I968) have proposed even more detailed analysis
of stages of learning paired-associates. These models made explicit
the problem of determining what is learned in paired-associate tasks.

Stimulus Selection
Underwood (I963), in a reviev of studies of paired-associates
shoved that if the stimulus terms consist of several unrelated
components only some of these components become functional as a consequence of paired-associate learning.

The subject selects components

of a complex stimulus and learns only the association between these
selected components (the functional stimulus) and the response.
The stimulus selection experiments in paired-associate learning
show that if offered a choice, subjects select among the components
of a stimulus and thereby simplify the task for themselves,
and Bower (1968)).

(Trabasso

However, -onder some conditions subjects respond

to all components of a stimulus situ«ition.

In these studies at

least some of the stimulus items have common components. (Binder and
Estes (1966), and Binder ard Feldman (1960)).

Kintsch has summarized

the results by stating subjects start with some simple selection
Etrateg;y'. He noted further if the problem is such that simple

strategies do not work then more complex codes vill be tried until a
solution is achieved.

The limited information-processing capability of

subjects restricts them to tr^^ing only one or at most a few coding
operations simultaneously.
In the present task (see Figure l) it is assumed that the stimuli
in the display may be analyzed into at least two components. One
component consists of the digits presented and encoded by its name.
Thus, when presented with the printed number "33" it is assumed that
the subject encodes the presented stimulus by its name "thirty-three".
The second component consists of its serial position in the display.
Thus the first digit on the left of the stimulus row is encoded as
the first stimulus, the next digit in the row as the second stimulus,
et cetera. This is diagrammed in Figure 1.

The notion that serial

position is a "stimulus" has been proposed by Ebenholtz (1963).

Stimulus Selection Paradigm
In stimulus selection studies subjects learn a pairedassociate list in which the stimu3.us items consist of two or more
components and a different response is consistently paired with each
compound.

In the present case, for example, it is assumed that the

components consist of the serial position and the stimulus name.
Folloi<ring learning of the paired-associate list the components
are presented individually and subjects are asked to recall the response
that had been paired with the compoui:'d containing the component.
Stir-.ulus selection is inferred from the differential, effectiveness of
the components from a compound, as cues for recall. The most effective

Display-

Name
Conii)onent

Order
ComDonent

33

Twentyone

Fortyseven

Thirtythree

First

Second

Figiure 1. Analysis of Stimulus Components
in Visual Display.

Third

cue is said to be selected. Additional restrictions concerning time
sharing factors, and possible association between stimulus components
has been discussed by Richardson (1972).
In the present study this paradigm is modified.

The visual

display presents both stimulus and response elements on serial order by
rovs.

Twenty-four hours later, and after initial recall, the subject

received a prompted recall which consists of either the ordered
stimuli, the ordered responses, or the original display, in which both
stimulus and response elements are presented.

The onaided recall

requires the subject to recall one component (the name) and its
associated response.

Since the stimuli (digits) are well known it is

assumed that the stim^ilus names are available to the subject. Coulter
(personal communication) has demonstrated that subjects are unable
to recall stimulus names in their appropriate serial order under
acquisition conditions identical to those in the present experiment.
In the modified paradigm only one stimulus component (stimulus
name) is utilized in testing retention in initial \inaided recall.
This reflects the requirements of instructional settings in which
students learn with visual aids, and are later required to retain
information without access to the initial visual display. The
subsequent prompted recall permits an analysis of the initial, learning
situation, and the effects of display characteristics on retention.
Theoretical Analysis of Acq^uisition
As shown in the following Figure 2 it is ass^jmed that (a)
associations are formed between the stimulus component (serial position)

stimulus
name

order

Response (letter)

Association

Note:

No associations are formed between the stimulus comi:)oneiits

Figure 2. Analysis of Acquisition for a
Stimulus"Response Pair.

and the response, ("b) associations are also formed with the stimulus
component (name) and the response, and (c) no associations are formed
between the two stimulus components. This last point has been demonstrated by Coulter as noted earlier.

Using a display identical to the

display used in the present research he found that subjects were
unable to order the stimuli in the order shown in the display presentation after a 2k hour interval (personal communication).

Analysis of Unaided Recall
Subjects are required to present the stimulus component (digit
name) and associated responsre (Figure 3).

Note that since it is

assumed that stimulus name is not associated with serial position during
acquisition, the subject is unable to recall serial position of the
stimulus.

In the stimulus prompt situation (Figijre h) the two

stimulus components are presented simultaneously so that the subject
can (a) retrieve the stimulus serial position component and its associated response, and (b) deteralne the required stimulus component name
by its locus in proper serial position in the display.

In this case

the subject should be able to retrieve additional stimulus-response
pairs.

In the response prompted condition the subject cannot give

required stimulus component (name) since the display only gives
serial order of responses without the associated stimulus component
name.

The stimulus-response display constitutes a control condition,

and based on this analysis is identical with the stimulus prompt
condition.

Response Test:
Stinulus component (name)

^ Response

Stimiilus component (name) — —

^

Stimulus component (serial position)

^ Response

Stim-:ilus component (serial position)

^

Acquisition:

Strong Association
Weak Association
No Association

•>

Fig-are ?.. AneJLysis of Unaided

Recall.

Response

Response
(nodne)

s t i m u l u s Coniijonent (name) |
\
(order)

Figure k»

:^

Response

Analysis of Stimulus Prompt.

This analysis of the stimulus selection paradigm was undertaJten
to demonstrate its applications to instructional situations utilizing
visual displays, e.g., subjects learn from a display in which materials are ordered in appropiate serial position, however, later recall
requires that the item name be associated with response items.

Hypothesis to "be Tested
The hypothesis is as follows. Under dialog conditions subjects
will utilize serial order in a visual display as a selected stimulus
component in addition to stimulus name.

These two stimulus components

(serial position of stimulus item, and the name of the stimulus item)
are not associated during acquisition.

Recall tasks which require

subjects to indicate recall be associating stimulus name with
response name is a common instructional requirement, and provides an
incomplete measure of acquisition.

This can be demonstrated by

the differential effects of display prompts. An effective display
prompt should indicate association of the stimulus name and its serial
position in the display.

This type of prompt aids retention by enabling

the subject to utilize associations formed between the stimulus component serial position, and the response.

Displays which indicate

the serial order of responses in the acquisition situation will be
ineffective in prompting recall.

CHAPTER II

EXPERIMEM'

Subjects
Twenty-one undergraduate college students from an introductory
psychology class were used in this study.

Subjects received one

hour class credit for participation in the experiment.

Apparatus
The acquisition displays consisted of stimuli and responses
typed on an 8 1/2" x ll" page and then copied by a commercial dry
copier.

The stimuli consisted of the 12 typed capital letters B-M

inclusive and the responses were the numerals 12-23 inclusive. The
display consisted of two six-inch long rows set in pica type and
separated by 1 1/2 inches. The top row, being the stimulus set,
was offset 1/^ inch to the right of the bottom row. This display
can be found in Appendix A.

This display was held at normal reading

distance by the subject. The retention task used displays derived
from the acquisition display. Two retention displays were produced
by taking the acquisition display and blocking either the stimuli
portion of it or the response portion of it while copying it with a
commercial dry copier. A third retention display was identicaJ. with
the acquisition display.

These can also be found in Appendix A.-.

Task
There were two tasks separated by a period of approximately 2U
hours.

The first task is an acquisition task and the second task

is a retention task.

Acquisition Task
The acquisition task consists of learning a one-to-one rule
between the elements of the stimulus set and the elements of the
response set.

The method used was a dialog procedure.

The criterion

of learning is a rehearsal of all 12 stimulus-response pairs (henceforth called "items") with no errors.
The dialog procedure consisted of the subject asking the
experimenter one of three different forms of a yes-no question.
The questions are either M D questions, OR questions, simple questions
and negations of AND, OR, and simple questions.

For M D and OR types

of questions there is no constraint as to the number of items allowed
or the order in which they must appear.

The AND, or conjunctive,

question is of the form "Does 17 go with B, and 22 go with D and 13
go with G?". The experimenter responds yes to each question depending
on predetennined stimulus-response pairs.

The OR, or disjunctive,

question is of the form "Does 1? go with B, or G, or F, or G, or I,
or K?". In order for the experimenter to respond yes then the correct
response must be one or more of the responses that was named.

Dis-

junctive questions of the form "Does A go with 1? or B go with 22?"
are a].so allowed.

Simple questions are of the form "Does 17 go with

B?" and specify a single stiri-aliis-response pair. Typically the dis-

Junctive question is used for acquiring nev rules between the stimulus
and response sets and conjunctive quej-tions are used for rehearsing
items previously acquired.
The subjects were requested to rehearse aloud to insure all
rehearsals were overtly displayed.

The acquisition task was the same

for all subjects.

Retention Task
Twenty-four hours after completing the acquisition task
subjects were given retention tasks. Subjects were randomly assigned
to one of three recall tasks. Note that the acquisition task was
identical for all subjects. The three conditions of retention were
stimulus prompted, response prompted, and stimulus-response prompted.
The difference between these three conditions was the differences
in the visual displays given to the subjects.
Before the subjects were assigned into these groups they were
required to recall all the items they rernembered. This initial
recall was unaided and no display was provided.

After the imaided

recall subjects served in one of three prompted recall conditions.
The subjects in the stimulus recall group were given a vicaal
display task in which only the stimulus portion of the acquisition
display was present. The subjects in the response recall group
were given a visual display with only the response portion presented.
rrtti ^
xiicr
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display as in the acquisition tas>.

In a third recall condition the subjects in the stimulus recall
group and the response recall group were given an additional recall
task.

This task was the same task the stimulus-response group received,

and recall was prompted by the acquisition display.

Procedure
The subjects were seated across from the experimenter.

The

experimenter then proceeded to read the instructions to the subjects.
The instructions consisted of two parts; the first part contained
the material to be read to the subjects and the second part consisted
of simple tasks for the subjects to respond to in order to show their
understanding of the given instructions.
After the initial instructions were completed a practice task
was started.

This task is similar to the experimental task.

The

stimuli and responses were the niunbers 300-3C5 and i+GC-i+05 5 respectively, instead of the letters B-M inclusive and the numerals 12-23
inclusive.

The instructions read to the subjects can be found in

Appendix B.
The entire learning procedure for the experimental task was
tape recorded. For the first six subjects instructions, were also
recorded so that an independent observer could verify the consistency
of the experiment.

Wien the acquisition task was completed the sub-

jects were told by the experiinenter that a different experimenter would
conduct an experiment the second day of the experiment.

This was un-

dertai:en to avoid rehearsal during the intervening 2h hours.

For the second day the subjects were again seated in the same
place as the first day.

Since the instructions were short they were

included in the recording of the experiment.

The subjects were first

told to tell the experimenter all the items they could recall unaided.
When the subjects indicated they had completed the unaided recall
task the experimenter administered the appropriate prompted recall
task.

The second prompted recall task was administered to the

subjects who had previously served in the stimulus or response
prompted recall conditions.

Recording of Data
All material contained on the tapes were transcribed.
and their answers were divided into two categories.

Questions

One category

being acquisition questions during which the subjects typically
searched the response set for the correct element and rehearsal
questions which consisted of all questions asked subsequent to the
discovering of a correct stimulus-response association.

All subjects

divided the task into a set of subtasks which consisted of each item
and its associated response. While it is possible for subjects to on
occasion infer stimulus-response associations by exiiaustion of the
response set during acquisition only initial overt questions associating a particular stimulus and response were counted as acquisitions.

Rehearsal Data
There were five mees^ji-es of rehearsal taken. All rehearsal
questions were divided Into trso -'^r'^ap?', rehearsal questions which were

correct (i.e., it received a yes ansver from the experimenter) and
rehearsal questions which were incorrect.
If a rehearsal question was correct then a count was taken for
each item in the rehearsal.

If the question was incorrect then it vas

further checked to see if there was more than one item involved in
that rehearsal question.

If there was only one item involved then the

error would "be recorded by the stimulus present. This is the second
measure.

If there were multiple items in the rehearsal question then

third and fourth measures would "be taken.

The third measure represents

the correct items in an incorrect rehearsal question and the fourth
measure is the count of the incorrect items (again counted by the
stimulus portion).
acquisitions.

The fifth measure is the count of redundant

Once an item is acquired and later used in a disjuiiCtive

question then all disjunctive questions containing that item are
defined to be "redundant acquisitions". This category'- of disjunctive
questions was defined since such questions are ambiguous psychologically.

They may be considered as acquisition or rehearsal questions

depending on interpretation which varies with subject's pre^'ious
behavior.

Appendix C contains the complete algorithm for computing

these measures.
Three measures of recall were recorded.

"The first (unaided

recall) and second (prompted recall) tasks are presented in the
analysis.

Preliminary analysis indicated the third prorpted measure

did not providt; dibcriii-iiiatory data and therefore was not further
tjialvzed.

The scoring of the two initial, recall task:-- vrere identical.

The data vas transcribed in the same order as it was elicited
from the subjects thereby inak,ing the last item the most recent one.
It has been assumed that the last item given by the subjects is the
one they want to use. Therefore, to delete the duplicate items the
last one is used as a template.

If any previous items have the same

stimulus or response elements as the templa.te item that item is
deleted.

When this is done for all items it is repeated again using

the next non-deleted item in the recall list.

When there were no more

items to use as a template the data vas ready for scoring.
The first measure vas for each correctly recalled item that was
not deleted.

The second and third measure was for each incorrectly

recalled item that was not deleted.

Th^; second measure counts

the incorrect items grouped by the stimulus portion of the item in
question and the third measure counts the incorrect items by the
response portion of the item in question. Appendix D contains the
complete algorithm for computing these measures.
Error Data
A measure was taken to indicate the location of rehearsal errors
in multiple pair rehearsal questions.

For each rehearsal the first

item elicited from the subject is considered to be in serial position
one, the second item in serial position two, and so on.

Since there

are 12 items to learn 12 counts were maintained with one representing
each serial position. Whenever a rehearsal item was incorrect a co^ont
was added to the appropriate serial position count.

CHAPTER III

RESULTS

Di^scusslon of Acquisition
All subjects, with tvo exceptions, learned the correct items
using the same strategy.

They divided the task into 12 subtasks with

each subtask consisting of finding a response associated with a
particular stimulus. The subjects took the leftmost stimulus element
from the stimulus set and uoed it ab the first subtask. V/hen this was
completed they used the next stiriuJ.us element in the stimulus set (i.e.,
they went in the same order as the stimuli were presented in the display) . After each acquisition of a stimulus-response pair the subjects
rehearsed all previously acquired items up to and including the one
just acquired (again in the same order in which they were presented).
The remaining two subjects differed in the method they used for
selecting the stimulus for each subtask.

One subject divided the

responses in half and first found all the stimuli connected with the
leftmost half of responses. Then the remaining responses were
connected to the correct st5.muli. This subject had an acquisition
time of 285 units, which is slightly below average and a perfect
recall after 2h hours. The other subject selected the stimuli in
n''JLizieric order,

?Ii£ acquisition time was "^10 units, wh^ch is the

longest, and his initi-al recall of six itemn is substantially above

average.
Strategies
Subjects displayed acquisition strategies which can be
considered under one of three headings, namely, single item strategy,
partition strategy, and the binary search strategy.

These strategies

are related to methods used to select response elements usually via
disjunctive questions. The single item strategy is one in which each
question contained only one response element. The partition strategy,
for a disjunctive question, is where more than one response element
is included in a question. There is no limit on the number or order
of elements that can be asked about.
case of the partition strategy.

The binary search is a special

With this method the partition

width (number of response elements in the disjunctive question) is
governed by the number of unassociated response elements in the
response set. This search is an iterative process with a partition
width of one-half the unassociated items.

For example assume there

were eight response elements. Tlno subject vould use a partition vidth
of foul' and ask about the first four elements. If the answer is
yes he might then use a partition ^/idth of two and ac.k about the first
two elements.

If the initial answer was no the subject might use a

partition width of two for the first two response elements Of the
four unused ones (i.e., not the ones in the first question).

This

method would be repeated ujitil the correct response element is
discovei'ed,
llo subject

shoved a consistent binary ^search throughout the

£:±

entire task although some subjects, during portions of the task,
asked disjunctive questions consistent with the binary search strategy,
This was unanticipated since subjects were instructed in the binary
search strategy.

In this instruction they were also required to

solve two problems using this strategy to demonstrate their understanding of this method for searching through the response set. This
result raises some question as to the effectiveness of the instruction
in inducing a binary search strategy.
The instructions also stated that once a response had been
connected with a stimuli then it was an error to use this response in
further disjunctive questions.

Analysis of disjunctive questions

for each subject indicates that 13 of the l6 subjects deleted previously paired responses from their disjunctive questions. Three
subjects failed to delete such responses. There are no apparent
differences in acquisition times, recall scores, and the number of
questions asked for subjects who did and did not delete. This
suggests that deletion, or failure of deletion, should "be interpreted

cautiously in interpreting subject behavior. A left-to-right bias
for acquisition is prevalent among 15 of the l6 subjects as shown by
Table X

This may reflect transference from reading habits.

Discussion of Rehearsal
As reflected Table 2 shows the percentage of errors in
rehearr.a,.! 'rrj order of aonuisition.
is a tanoticn

of serial position.

Note that the amoiint of rehearsal
Since, as already noted» order of

acquisition vas from left-to-right in the initial display.

Table 2

indicates the left-to-right order of the stimulus-response pairs
presented in the initial display.

Except for the initial and end

items there is little evidence for serial position effects.
An analysis vas made of rehearsal errors within multi-item
conjunctive questions^ e.g., "E)oes IT go vith B and 22 go with G and
13 go with D?". It was noted that pairs in conjunctive questions
Were asked in order of acquisition thus the first pair in conjunctive
questions tended to be the first pair learned vith the second pair
in the conjunctive question being the second pair leai'ned and so on.
On the basis of this analysis it appears that the initieJ. items in the
conjunctive questions would therefore have been reheL^rsed more
frequently in the case of multiple rehearsals. Ttiis leads to the
prediction that the last item

in the conjunctive question is ircre

likely to be in error. This is reflected by Table 3 where the
shows the niunber of items in the conjunctive

x-ayAs

question and the y-axis

shows locus for error of incorrect stim^jJLus-response pairs. For
conjunctive questions up to eight items the table clearly shows t.yie
anticipated pattern of error, with tne last item in the question shoving a higher error rate.

Questions vith r.cre than eight items ter.cled

to show errors distributed as anticipated in which the last several
items show higher errors. There is also some tendency for errors to
occur at the beiTinning of the question for question lengths of 9
and 12 items. Cne iirt-errors tat ion of this resiJ.t is that differential.
re'^-ention effects occur in conjunctive que.stions of item lengths 2-6
and conjunctive question of item lengths 9-12.

This differential

effect may be due to the number of items that may be held in short.
term memory (STM) . Available data indicates that the n^omber of items
held in STM to be 7 1 2 (Miller, 1956).
Conrad (1959> 1965) has noted that transpositions of order,
for example recalling "VNSBPX" when the actual series is '^'IISPBX",
aj:e the most common errors in immediate memory (i.e., STM). He
indicates that in immediate memory for letters transpositions do
not occur at random.

Instead it is primarily letters which sound

alike that are transposed.

This suggests that a transposition may

be a double substitution that happened to look like an inversion of
order.

He notes also that the stimulus list contains no doubled

letters therefore a subject who has made a substitution of " E " for " F "
as in the example will not go on to say another "B" and recall "VI'JSBBX"
but will probably make a second substitution; therefore "P" will
replace "E".

The results of these two successive substitutions is an

apparent inversion.
The types or errors made in the present experiment were of the

sort noted by Conrad, and were therefore, typical of the error in
immediate memory.
Even though the acquisition and rehearsal strategies employed
by the subjects were similar, Table k shows rhere was substantial
individual differences between subjects in learning to criterion.
On acquisi.tion time the slowest subject took nearly nine times longer
!.iH the fastest subject, and yet
Qu-i^tionfi

the difference in tne number of

aske'j was only on the order of five to one. This indiccvi-es

long acquisition tine is not necessarily characterized "by how many
questions are asked but may reflect different processing rates.
Initial recall average of 2.83 items verifies the finding of Coulter
(personal communication) who obtained an initial recall of 2.l6 items.

Analysis of Rehearsal and Betention
Total and between subjects correlations were calculated between
all 11 measures (the five rehearsal measures as described in the section
on Rehearsal Data and the six recall measures as described in t}ie section
on Recall Data).

On the basis of these correlations the following

variables were chosen for further analysis:

correctly rehearsed items

(A), single items rehearsed incorrectly (B), correct items within an
incorrect rehearsal (C), incorrect items within an incorrect rehearsal
( D ) , correct initial recall (F), and incorrect stimuli in initial
recall (G). It was predicted that number of correct rehearsals would
predict correct items recalled and that errors in rehearsal would be
related to errors in recall.
The results of the within group of correlation for these variables
in Table 5 indicate that correctly reheau:'sed items and correctly
rehearsed items vathin incorrect rehearsals are correlated of .69T» as
anticipated.

3y the .=iajne token» incorrect rehearsals in single item

and multiple item rehearsals both agree with a correlation of .52^1. In
terms of initial recall both correct rehearsal measures (variables A and
C) are positively correlated with initial recall and the tvo measures of
i-uhea-rbal errors (variables B ana b) show no correlation with initial
recall errorti.-

ihc ccrreiatio;:? of :he tv;o rnerasures ^^f cr:vrect itenip

(variables A and C) with initial recall are significant being 2.1 and
2.3 standard deviations above zero.

The degrees of freedom for these

correlations is 175-

Discussion of Recall
The order of the recalled items reflect the order of acquisition
and the amount of rehearsal.

Sixty-five percent of the correctly

recalled items were the first six items of the list.

In addition, as

anticipated, there was substantial, overlap between items initially
recalled during unaided response and items recalled during prompted
response.

Table 6 shows the chi-squares for the Stimulus, Response,

and Stimulus-Response groups.

This chows that the overlap of recalled

items for unaided and prompted recall is significsnt for all three
prompted groups.
Analysis of variance v:as performed on recall scores derived
from subtracting initial recall from prompted I'ecall.
contains the raw data for all subjects.

Appendix E

Table 7 presents a statistical

analysis of the differential effects of stim'olus, response, and
stimulus-response prompts.
The analysis of variance for comperison of all three groups is
significant at the .01 level.
compai'ed statistically.

This permits pairs of

conditions to be

In these comparisons both the Stimulus, and

the Stimulus-Response group were significantly superior to the Response
group at the .01 a:id .001 level respectively,

Dif.terences hi^tveen.

the

Sli.iiiia-uy and the Stimulus-Response groi.^p did not reach significance.
Th^r DooleJ. er^'or ostii^f^te v^'.s u:^eG fc;r aJ 1 j.nd^v-Idua..! pair tests,

One subject's protocol provides additional confirmation of the
hypothesis that the stimulus component serial position was associated
with the response.

In this suhject's unaided recall he was unable

to give a single correct stimulus (nanie)-response association.

His

tape recording reveals however that he vas able to give stimulus
(serial position)-response associations,

inuring the response prompted

conditions the subject gave one correct stimulus (name)-response
association.

However, he vas able to verbalize stimulus (serial

position)-response associations and did so spontaneously.

His protocol

is given in Appendix F and indicates that he vas able to recall eight
such associations correctly.

Table 1.

Order of Acquisition in Percentages

Items
1TB

9^

22G

9^

13D

6

9^

9^

16K

^
9'^

201

9^

23F

9U

ll+M

100

19K
12J

9k

6

9k

l8E

9k

21L

9k
15c
2

3

4

:;

6

7

8

9

-0

Serial Position 01 Acauired Fairs

Ix

12

Table 2. Analysis of Rehearsal Errors by Serial Position

NujAber of Errors

1

2

3

0

7

28

Serial Position
i+ 5
6
7
8
20

l6

lb

21

9

10

11

12

13

9

1

22

121 110

10

Number Correct

2l8 2l6 219 197 l68 156 ikk

92

60

53

Total Niimber of
Rehearsals

2l8 223 2UT 217 l8U 172 165 131 123 101

61

75

2

29

Percent Errors

0

3

11

9

9

9

13

8

11

9

Table 3 .

Number of E r r o r s by S e r i a l P o s i t i o n in R e h e a r s a l Questions

12

3

11

2

10

k
1

9

i-^

8

1

+

3
2

1
1

3
1

1

Serial
r

9

5

2

10

h

1

3

8

3

3

10

U

2

2

5

1

6

9

1

Position
of

6

Errors
5
h
3

18

2

5

1
1

2

6

3

1

2

6

2

3

^

2
J.
2

5

1
6

7

10

Number of Items in Rehearsal Question

31

12

Table k.

Initial Data

Average Score

Raiige

Acquisition Time

303 urdts

88-510 -onits

Initial Recall

2.83 items

0-6 items

Second Recall with
Stimulus Display

5.67 items

3-9 items

Second Recall with
RebjL,:viise Display

1.60 items

G-3 items

Second Recall with
Stimulus-Response Display

T.60 items

5-10 items

Number QiJiestions Asked ( t o t a l )

119 q u e s t i o n s

48-256 a u e s t i o n i

Table ^. Correlation of Within Subjects

A

B

C

D

F

G

)

.077

.697

.IHO

.155

.069

.1^1

.52J+

.Oil

.065

.170

.171

.017

.067

.095

.307

A

(

B

.077

(

c

.697

.1^1

(

D

.lifO

.^2k

.170

(

F

.155

.Oli+

.171

.067

(

G

.069

.065

.017

.095

.307

)

)

)

)

(

)

Table 6.

Chi-Squares for Items Correctly Recalled on Initial Trial
and Prompted Trial

Stimulus Group

8.57

.01 level of significp^nce

Response Group

11.17

.001 level of significance

Stimulus-Response Group

10.2^^

.01 level of significance

.01 level of significance
.001 level of significance

6.64
10.83

Table J.

Analysis of Variance

Comparison of Stimulus, Response, and Stimulus-Response Prompt

X

df

Variance

<- rp

59-75

15

3.99

^4a

3i+.i+2

2

17.21

^4G

25.33

13

1.95

F

8.83**^

df

2/13

Comparison of Stimulus and Response Prompt
^^Q

17.51

1

Error

17.51

1.95

8.9&«*

l/l3

Comparison of Stimulus and Stimulus-Response Prompt

Ix^^

3.11

1

3.11

1.59****

1/13

Comparison of Response and Stimulus-Response Pronpl

^x^^

32.U

1

*
Significant at .05 level.
***^ Significant at .01 level.
*•** IS'ot significant,
? test for df
2/13
.CS
3.3c
.01
6.'>C
,COJ.
ll^'.Sl

1/13
, 4.67
9.07
17.^1

:32'.i^

16.62*^

1/13

Table 8.

Rehearsal Data Collection Form

D
PAIRS
1TB
22G
13D
I6H
201
23F

iku
19K
12J
- o-p
X'^IL

21L
15C

A

Entire rehearsal correct.

B

One pair incorrect.

C

Multiple pair rehearsal incorrect, individual pair correct.

D

Multiple pair rehearsal incorrect, individual pair incorrect

E

Redundant rehearsal.

Table 9.

Recall Data Collection Form

Initial
Recall

Second
Recall

B
PAIRS
1TB
22G
13D
16H

201
23F
lUM
19K
12J
I8E
21L
15G

A

Correct scim-olus and response

B

Correct stimulus vrlth incorrect response

C

Correct response wii:h incorrect stimulus

CHAPTER IV

CONCLUSION

The hypothesis that stimulus selection based on locus of
information may "be an important factor in the utilization of visual
displays vas confirmed (see Table T ) .
In instructional settings the analysis provides an explication
of what is learned, vhich promises to have wide applications.
Inf-tr-actional requirements to.. 1 to emphasize the importance of thr, nam-:;
encoding.

The encoded serial position in the display is usually

arbitrary and not reflected in the evaluation of displays in instruction.

The research supports an analysis which indicates that users

learn to associate both components of the stimulus info2nnation displayed with required responses. However, the two stinrolus encodings
do not appear to be associated with each other in the paired-associate
tasks analyzed.

Retention which reflects orJ.y the instructional

requirsm.ent - namely the stimulus name encoding - does not demonstrate
the additional association based on serial position encoding.
Therefore, assessment of learning with visual displays is incomxjlete
T^iless the serial position encoding bnd. its associated response are
also tested.
F1na1-"ly. thf? resc-arcb sugge.-.ts that an effective visual prompt
is one which associates botn r.a.ae azid ^itrlhi.

poiil^r.on encodings in

the display.

Such a display permits the subject to utilize the serial

position encoding in eliciting the correct response. Note however
that such prompts are usually incompatible with instructional req.uire-ments since they assume that the learner can assess the display during
retention.

In most instructional settings it is assumed that the

learner can retain information without access to a prompt display.
This is particularly the case in which the serial order of eliciting
stimuli is arbitrary.

In general, it is suggested that subjects may

have acquired a number of stimulus encodings which depend on display
format and that these encodings should be considered in evaluating
display effect in learning.

Serial position in the display appears

to be one important format consideratioii, although others may be
hypothesized for further research.
Suggested Research Areas
Additional research is required to clarify the following:
(a) Determination of display characteristics which are related
to subjects encoding of locus as a stimulus component. Other
aspects of locus in addition to serial position require analysis and
investigation,
(b) Sr.nce both stimulus components (name and serial position)
elicit responses which are wel± learned the present L-tudj'- does not
provide an analysis of the factors responsible for selection of a
particular component. The uti.l l7.ation of a dialog method may also
"be a. liiczor

sinct su";;.jFrts are free to a':c:ui;.e infcnr-ation in a left-

to-right order.

Other methods of presentation and display format may-

well reduce the strength of associations to the order component,
and should be considered.
(c) Further research is required to provide detailed
infoiTnation on the subjects interaction with the display in initial
acquisition.

If the subjects reading responses are an important factor

this might be revealed by analysis of eye movements, et cetera.
Manipulation of displays by computer driven cathode ray tube (CRT)
displays may also provide a method for a refined analysis of subjects
visual processing.

APPENDIX A
DISPLAYS

I n i t i a l D i s p l a y and Stimulus-Response Prompt

IT

F J B

'?-'?

13

I

16

D

20

K

23

1^

C

19

M

12

H

18

L

G

21

E

15

Correct Stimulus-Response Pairs

IT B

12 J

13 D

13 D

22 G

1I+ M

16 H

15 c

20 I

16 K

23 F

IT B

Ik M

16 E

.19 K

19 K

12 J

20 I

IS S

21 L

21 L

22 G

15 c

23 F

Stiraulus Pror.Dt

17

22

13

16

20

23

1^

19

12

18

21

15

Response Prompt

B

I

D

K

C

M

K

L

G

E

APPENDIX B

INSTRUCTIONS TO THE SUBJECT

The following instruction will be read to all sub.^ects on the
first day of their participation:
"We are interested in human information processing models of
learning.

The goal of this experiment is to discover how efficiently

individuals can learn materials without error.

The experiment you

are participating in is a simple learning task.
You will be given a list of two-digit numbers and a list cf
single letters.

One-to-one associations among the letters and numbers

have been previously assigned.

That is, each number is associated

with one letter and vice versa.
each list.

There are an equal number of items in

Your task is to learn which n^umber goes with which letter.

You will have completed the task when you can give all pairs of letters
and numbers T/ithout interruption.
For example, suppose the numbers are 3^, 35» 36, and 37, and
the letters are W, X, Y, and Z.

Assume that W goes with 37, X goes

with 35» Y goes vrith 36 and Z goes with 3^.

[show subject a paper

exhibiting these pairs (Figure 5)]* At the beginning of the experiment

^Statenieri'GS in brackets [ j are not read to the subject. They
ar.'i to r(y;r.irid the experiiLenter of certain actions, and/or for explanatory
p'li" poses.

Figure 5.

W "

37

X

-

35

Y

-

36

Z

-

3i+

SulDject Handout

only the experimenter knows which number goes with which letter.

You

must discover the correct pairs by asking the experimenter questions.
There are three kinds of questions you can ask:
questions, and negations of such questions.

M D questions, OR

Of course you may also

ask simple questions such as "Does X go with 3^?".

In our example,

the experimenter would answer "NO" because X goes with 35.
A subject might ask a more complicated question such as the
OR question "Does X go with 3^ or 35?"•

In this case the answer is

YES since X goes with 35. A question such as "Does X go with 35 and
Y go with 3^?" is an Al^D question.

The answer is NO because Y goes

with 36.
To be sure you understand how to interpret these various types
of questions, please let Lie ask you soixie questions based on the
example before you.

Please respond YES or NO to my question.

Does Y go with 35, 36, or 37?

[YES]

Does Y gc with 36 or does X go with 37?
Does W go with 37 and X go with 3^?

[lES]

[NO, X = 35]

Does X go with 35 and Y go with 36? [ Y E S ]

It is very important that you try to learn these pairs without
making aiiy errors.

Once you have learned a correct pair, you should

not forget it "before you learn all of the other pairs. This will
undoubtedly mean that you. must rehearse previously acquired information;
thB.t is» you nay repeatedly ask about previously acquired information
to inz-j<2:e tl^at you have net forgotten those pairs.
p,^^^.,--> i.,

,. _ „ „ - . . ^ ^ .-^ .,

X, iv and Z.

^y;,T> n .-•~>-r>-^-

oh

•:;,c

-f

r - ri

"3,7

Consider the

'.•.--.^y t'''--^

1 <c.tt r''>-=>, V7

S..ppo5£ the s u b j e c t hbis l e a r r e c t h a t >-; ^ 0 ' ' - v i t h 37 and

that X goes with 35. Before finding the matches for Y and Z, the
subject may choose to ask the rehearsal question "Does W go with 37
and X go with 35?" in order to be sure he has not forgotten those
pairs.

A rehearsal question is usually an AND question.
Rehearse anytime you feel you must.

It is not necessary to

try to minimize rehearsals - rehearse as often as you want to.

You

may rehearse as many of the previously learned pairs as you want to.
Also, I would like for you to vocalize all rehearsals so that I can
inform you whether or not your rehearsal is correct.
It is also an error to ask about a previously learned item
while searching for some other item.

For example, suppose you had

already learned that X goes with 35-

Then yon should not ask "Does

36 go with X or Y?" because the match for X has already been determined.
Do you have any questions?
To be sure I have properly explained the task to you, I would
like for you to learn a small number of pairs by the procedure
described to you.

[During the trial session, an attempt is made to

determine if the subject "understands the task by observing his
perfoi'mance. Also, this allows the subject to clarify any misunderstanding. ]
[Past experimentation has indicated that it is not always clear
to the experimenter when a subject has completed a rehearaal. This
is because a subject nay rehearse all or only portions of previously
acquired infoi'^mation. Therefore, during the trial run, the subject
will be requevted to indicste the end of a rehearsal quesi^ion and to
continae tnos'^' i^l^nals in the-follc^wing o:-'p9rii;:e:'^t. j

Since you will learn the larger number of pairs with the aid
of a visual display, you may use this display for this task [hand
subject a display sheet (Figure 6).] Your task is to match the
numbers on the top line vitn the ones on the bottom line. Remember,
each number on the top line matches exactly one number on the bottom
line and vice versa.

You may look et the display at any time but you

may not vrite on it or make any other written notations.

[The trial task is now complete.]
I might also inform you that some procedures for identifying
a particular item in a group of items require fewer questions than
others.

In fact, it can be shown that on the average the fastest

way to find the item is to ask questions that eliminate one-half (or
as close as possible to one-half) of the remaining items. This
procedure is often called the "twentj"--quest ion strategy".
For example, consider the row of l6 X's.
X X X X X X X X/X X X X X X X X
Suppose you were to find some X knovrn to me but not to you. Then,
following the method described above, you could ask, "is the X in
the first 8 X's?".

Of course, that question is equivalent -o the

question "Is it X , or X , or X^, or X- , or X , or X^-, or X , or X-?"
If I said NO, you may ask, "Is it in the last k X's?" and so on.
this case, four questions will identify the proper X.

In

Look at ^he

figure Ltii"*"^ the subjed: a siheet of paper on which Figure 7 if> .repv^?-sented.

301^

301

305

303

302

300

402

iiOO

401

405

404

lt03

Figure 6 .

T r i a l Task.

I

i

Figure 7.

by 3 0 0 ' s
300
301
302
303
301+
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F i g u r e 8.
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1+00
kOk
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Subject Handout

by hOO's
1+00 *
i+01 1+02 1+03 l+OU 1+05 -

303
300
305
302
301+
301

Correct A s s o c i a t i o n s for T r i a l Task

I have a particular square in mind.

Ask me questions to

identify it.
I have a number between 10 and 20 in mind.

Ask me questions

to find it.
Nov these are the lists of numbers and letters you are to
associate [hand display (Appendix A) to subject].

Each number on

the top lire is paired with exactly one letter on the bottom line
and vice versa.
I might add that the number-letter pairs were assigned randomly
so you should not try to discover a predictable rule relating the
pairs.
You may now proceed with the task."

:?!

APPENDIX C
SCORHTG PROCEDURE FOR REKEARSAL QUESTIONS

The res-ults of all rehearsals vill be tabulated to facilitate
the analysis of the data. Each rehearsal was considered to be either
correct or incorrect.

If each individual pair is correct then the

rehearsal is incorrect. A "rehearsal" is defined as the second.
or subsequent to the second, occurrence of a stimulus-response
pair in a conjunctive question.
The folloving algorithm vill be used for the counting of all
stimulus-response pairs in rehearsal questions. The data collection .
form, as shown by Table 8, is organized for recording data concerning
stimulus-response pairs. Occasionally the stmulus-re spouse pair
vill consist of only half the pair (i.e., the stim\ilus or response
component vill be missing).

In this case the given portion vill be

used to determine the appropriate stimulus-response pair. The
missing portion is to be considered present and correct. All
rehearsal items vill be subjected to the foiloving algorithm:
(1) If the reheeirsal q^uestion is correct then each individual
pair will be counted in colunn A.
(2) If one pair is present and it is correct then a coiuit
vrill be taken using only the stimulus portion of the pair in column B.
\2)

li" there are mijltiple pairs end xhe rehearsal question

is incorrect then each pair will be counted either in coluinn C or D.
If the particular pair is correct it will be counted in column C
using only the stimulus portion.

If the particular pair is incorrect

then it will be co\inted in column D using only the response portion.
(h)

All disjunctive questions for learned pairs (i.e., the

pairs which appeared in a rehearsal question) will be counted as
"redundant acquisition" in column E.

APPENDIX D

SCORING PROCEDURE FOR RECALL TASKS

The results of all recalls will be tabulated to facilitate the
analysis of the data.

The subject's final response is considered to

be the critical response.
The data collection form, as sho-^Tn by Table 9s vas organized
for recording data concerning recall pairs. Occasionally the recall
pair may consist of only half the pair (i.e., the stimulus or response
component will be missing).

In this case the given portion will be

used to determine the appropriate recall

pair.

The missing portion

will be considered to be present and correct.
The following manipulations must be performed before the data
can be counted.

All duplicate responses must be raarked e.iz "deleted".

This is accomplished by starting with t'ne most recent recall pair
(i.e., the last one presented by the subject) and comparing it to
all preceding recall pairs.

If any of the preceding recall pairs? has

either its stimulus or response portion the same as the most recent
recall pair then the preceding recall pair is marked as deleted.
VThen this is finished the next recall pair not deleted becomes the
most recent recall pair.

This procedure is perfci'iijed uiycil all recall

pairs are either deleted or u^ed as most recent recall pairs.
All nondeleted recall pairs will be subjected to the following

(1)

If the pair is correct it will be coimted in column A.

(2)

If the pair is incorrect it will "be counted twice. There

will be a count for the stimulus portion of the pair in column B and
a count for the response portion of the pair in column C.

APPENDIX E

RAW DATA FOR COMPARISONS OF RECALL GROUPS IN TAELE 7

Stimulus Group
Initial Recall

Second RecalLl

Difference

6
3
2
3
0
6

9
3
6
5

3
0
i^
2

1+

h
]

T
Response Group

I n i t i a l Recall

Second Recall

0

1
3
3

h
4

/->

2
0

c

0

Difference
1
-I
~1
0
G

Stimulus-Respons':: Group
Initial Recall
I
2
'^
i*
7

Second Recall

Difference

7

3
3
6
2
3

^)

10
D

10

The "Difference" col'unn-3 nrere used fo?' the faialysis of variar.ce for confuting Table ?•

APPENDIX F

A SUBJECT'S PROMFPED RECALL TASK

Subject was shown the response display as a visual aid for
this recall task.

His recall was as follows:

17 goes with D.

(deleted)

Second number goes with G.

(deleted)

First number goes with B.

(deleted)

IT goes with B.

(correct)

Second number goes with G.

(incorrect)

Third number goes with D.

(incorrect)

Foui*th number goes with H.

(deleted)

Fifth number goes with J.

(deleted'

Fourth number goes with H.

(cori-ect

Fifth number goes with J.

(deleted^

Sixth number goes with F.

(correct

Seventh number goes with M,

(correct

Eighth number goes with K.

(correct

Ninth niimber goes with J.

(correct

Ninth number ^oes with E.

(deleted

Tenth n'uiLber goes wit,h L.

(deleted:

Eleventh number goes

(deleted

vith C.

x'entn nuraDer goes "Witi'i ^,

l-jorrteclj

9 deleted

-J^leventh u^JT^bor p;oe3 with L.

vcozToc':)

2 incorrect

Twelfth mimber goes with C.

(correct)

9 correct

The information in the parenthesis is a product of the scoring
algorithm as described in Appendix D.

When scoring a recall item as

correct the requirement that a stimulus portion and a response portion
must "be present is being waived.

For the purpose of demonstrating

this subject's recall procedure a serial position number will be allowed
in place of the stimulus itself.
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